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Abstract. This demo presents theCrowdKnowledge Curator (CroKnow),
a novel web-based platform that streamlines the processes required to
enrich existing knowledge bases (e.g. Wikis) by tapping on the latent
knowledge of expert contributors in online platforms. The platform inte-
grates a number of tools aimed at supporting the identification of missing
data from existing structured resources, the specification of strategies to
identify and invite candidate experts from open communities, and the
visualisation of the knowledge creation process status. CroKnow will be
demonstrated through a case study focusing on the enrichment of the
Rijksmuseum Amsterdams digital collection.
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1 Introduction

Fuelled by the ever-growing need for open and semantically rich data sources,
Knowledge Crowdsourcing (KC) is rapidly becoming a common tools for organ-
isations to outsource knowledge creation to (possibly anonymous) individuals
and communities willing to contribute with their domain-specific expertise. We
refer to these contributors as expert contributors (or experts), so to stress their
experience of, or their insight into, a targeted domain of knowledge. Artwork
annotation is a known example of a KC task. There, successful contributors
must be able to understand the abstract, symbolic, or allegorical interpretation
of the reality depicted in the artwork, as well as to identify and recognise the
occurrences of visual classes (e.g. plants, animals, objects) in the artwork [7,8].
Knowledge crowdsourcing is also fundamental to train expert systems (e.g. IBM
Watson), or, in general, artificial intelligence methods focused on knowledge-
related reasoning and prediction.

Previous work focusing on the identification of expert contributors for KC
tasks, demonstrated how expert contributors could be approached and engaged
to capitalise their familiarity with a domain of knowledge in order to execute
activities such as content production, image annotation, etc. Candidate experts
can be identified exploiting user modelling techniques relying on topic-based
profiling [3], contextual properties (e.g. geographical location) [2], or Web content
consumption [4]. In a recent work, we have shown how online social platforms
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such as reddit are a viable source of contributors [5], and that carefully crafted
expertise identification and invitation strategies can enable the interaction with
large amount of expert contributors.

This paper presents the Crowd Knowledge Curator (CroKnow), a novel web-
based platform that streamlines the processes required to enrich data sources by
tapping on the latent knowledge of expert contributors in online platform1. The
ultimate goal of CroKnow is to provide organisations with a tool that simplifies
the crowdsourced creation and evolution of structured data sources (e.g. Wikis,
or generic knowledge bases) by: (1) identifying missing data and specifying the
knowledge to be created both at schema and instance level; (2) defining strategies
for the identification and invitation of candidate experts from open communities;
(3) supporting such experts in the knowledge creation task; and (4) keeping track
of the knowledge creation process status.

The platform integrates and implements state-of-the-art methods and tools
for each of these steps. Section 2 introduces the reader with the architecture of
CroKnow, highlighting the components devoted to the identification and invi-
tation of candidate experts, and to the extraction and quality assessment of
knowledge from them. The demo will showcase the application of CroKnow to an
artwork annotation problem, with a case study developed with the Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam and their collection of 1M prints.

2 CroKnow Architecture

CroKnow has been developed with a modularity and customisation as main design
goals. Figure 1 depicts its building blocks, each interacting with a centralised
Orchestrator. Each component maps onto a process step in the crowd knowl-
edge creation process, indicated with the numbers in the red circles.
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Fig. 1. CroKnow architecture (Color figure online)

– The Knowledge Modeler 1 handles the interaction with external knowledge
bases to be enriched, and includes algorithms designed to assess the suitability
of user generated content w.r.t. to a targeted knowledge model;

1 A demonstration video is available at http://www.wis.ewi.tudelft.nl/ICWE2016 Cro
Know.

http://www.wis.ewi.tudelft.nl/ICWE2016_CroKnow
http://www.wis.ewi.tudelft.nl/ICWE2016_CroKnow
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– The Gatherer 2 and Communicator 2 respectively cater for the gathering
of user generated content from online social platforms like reddit or Twitter,
and the communication with users of such platforms;

– The Executor 3 handles the creation and deployment of knowledge cre-
ation tasks by instantiating pre-defined templates. Tasks can be deployed on
existing crowdsourcing platforms (e.g. Amazon Mechanical Turk), or on our
own execution platform Accurator. The Executor is also responsible for the
collection of runtime statistics about task executions.

– Finally, the Dashboard 4 provides an easy-to-use interface where crowd
knowledge campaigns can be specified and monitored by users. A cam-
paign specification implies the specification, for each component, of suitable
strategies.

Individual components of CroKnow have previously been instrumented, tested
and used; Knowledge Modeler in [6], Gatherer and Communicator in [1,5],
Executor and Accurator in [8]. The Dashboard component is a new addition
resulting from the need to visualize the orchestration of the other components.

CroKnow had been implemented in Java and uses the web framework ERRAI
for the front-ends of the dashboard and for the Accurator execution platform.
Figure 2 depicts several instances of the user interfaces provided by the CroKnow
Dashboard and by Accurator task execution interface.

(a) Define knowledge need (b) Define identification strategy

(c) Share knowledge on Accurator

(d) Status of invitation

Fig. 2. Screenshots of CroKnow components
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Figure 2a shows the selection of a resource in a semantic repository, e.g. a
resource from DBPedia. The resource selection is the minimal knowledge need
specification for the process, but it can also be extended by including an (auto-
mated) identification of missing properties w.r.t. to similar resources of the same
type.

Figure 2b shows the definition of a search strategy (targeted online platform,
queries for expert identification etc.) based on a knowledge need specified in
the previous step. The knowledge need can require different levels of expertise.
For example, the creation or retrieval of a descriptive image arguably requires
a lower level of expertise, compared to the task of determining the name of a
bird species. CroKnow supports the formulation of queries using (a combination
of) keywords, properties from the structured resource and structured knowledge
bases such as ontology’s, taxonomies and vocabularies. The specificity of the
query and the search strategy influences the amount of identified candidate con-
tributors. CroKnow allows assessment and refinement of the chosen query and
search strategy by providing feedback on the volume and relatedness of the
identified candidates. The search strategy defines the target platform (reddit,
Twitter etc.) and the method to extract user generated content from the target
platform.

Figure 2c shows a task we have deployed for extracting domain specific knowl-
edge (names of depicted bird species on artworks).

Lastly Fig. 2d shows the status of a campaign by visualising the status of the
invitation and the executions. This feedback can serve as input to invite more
candidates or to change the search strategy.

3 Demonstration Scenario - Artwork Annotation

We demonstrate CroKnow on the use case of artwork annotation, an actual
use case developed together with Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. We will show how
semantic resources can be used to define the knowledge need, and how the reddit
and Twitter platform could be exploited to identify users with knowledge related
the ornithology domain. The dashboard component (see Fig. 1) will provide users
with an overview of the status of the crowd knowledge generation process.
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